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Launch your show









Easiest Podcast Maker app

Record, edit & publish your show with Alitu.



Learn more










Craft your Podcast Plan

Plan, name, outline, script - written for you!



Learn more


Learn & grow










Join Our Community

Learn & grow with other podcasters.



Learn more










Our Books

How to start & grow a successful podcast.



Learn more










Podcast News Analysis

Make sense of the podcasting industry



Learn more










Our Podcast

On how to podcast well.



Learn more










Podcasting Academy

Courses on podcasting from Pros.



Learn more






Weekly Podcasting Tips

Our newsletter on how to run a successful podcast, every week. 
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Email(Required)



Our other newsletters

Also get Industry News & Analysis




Get fiction podcast news

Also get Fiction Podcast Weekly
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Error 404 - Page Not Found

We Dropped the Mic!

Look like this page doesn’t exist! It might have been moved, removed or actually never existed so make sure to check your URL for any missing characters! In any case, sorry for any inconvenience!
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Launching Your Podcast












How to Start a Podcast: Launch to Growth Made Simple for 2024


Terrified of making your own podcast? Confused about how everything works? Fear not, we'll be with you every step of the...

Read more »






How to Start a Podcast: Launch to Growth Made Simple for 2024










Podcast Name Generator: How to Name a Podcast


Are descriptive podcast names the "best", or should you get more creative? Here's how to choose a name that best works f...

Read more »






Podcast Name Generator: How to Name a Podcast










How to Make Your Podcast Unique: What’s Your USP?


How do you make your podcast unique so that it stands out to your target audience? Here are 5 key factors towards findin...

Read more »






How to Make Your Podcast Unique: What’s Your USP?










Podcast Topics & Ideas: How to Create a Unique Podcast


Podcast ideas and topics go deeper than you might initially think. And the narrower you go, the more you can grow.

Read more »






Podcast Topics & Ideas: How to Create a Unique Podcast












Growing Your Audience












Podcast Promotion: From Your First 100 Listeners to Your Next 100K!


Podcast promotion is tricky. How do you market your show in a way that offers value and actually gets you more listeners...

Read more »






Podcast Promotion: From Your First 100 Listeners to Your Next 100K!










Where to Advertise Your Podcast | The Guide to Podcast Advertising


If you can afford to run some paid ads, where's the best place to spend your money.

Read more »






Where to Advertise Your Podcast | The Guide to Podcast Advertising










Podcast Cross Promotion: Growing Audiences Together


You can build your audience, get inspired, and help others through podcast cross-promotion. Here are a few strategies to...

Read more »






Podcast Cross Promotion: Growing Audiences Together










How to Create a Podcast Trailer (& Why You Should!)


Creating a promo trailer for your podcast gives people a taste of your work. Here's how to make the most of it.

Read more »






How to Create a Podcast Trailer (& Why You Should!)












Podcast Equipment & Tools












Best Podcast Equipment & Setup for 2024


“Choose your tools carefully, but not so carefully that you get uptight or spend more time at the stationery store than...

Read more »






Best Podcast Equipment & Setup for 2024










The Best Podcast Microphones for All Abilities and Budgets


You know what you'd like to talk about on your show - now, you just need something to talk into.

Read more »






The Best Podcast Microphones for All Abilities and Budgets










The Best Digital Voice Recorders for Quality, Bombproof Audio Recording


For flexibility, quality & reliability, a digital voice recorder is top class. Here are the best voice & podcast recorde...

Read more »






The Best Digital Voice Recorders for Quality, Bombproof Audio Recording










How Much Does Podcast Equipment Cost?


Most podcasters spend between $100 and $300 on their gear. Here, we'll help you draft up your own podcast setup budget.

Read more »






How Much Does Podcast Equipment Cost?























Helping people all around the world start and grow a successful podcast since 2007.

This website includes GeoLite data, available from
MaxMind.
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PodCraft Podcast



Our podcast on the art of podcasting. Listen and learn more here.








Video Guides



Subscribe to our YouTube channel.







More content by us:




Independent Podcast Manifesto
Best Podcast Directory
Fiction Podcasts
The Podcast Host Store








Work with us




Affiliate Programme
Contact Us
Recruitment
Speaking, Teaching & Media Enquiries
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   We use cookies!
 
 
  We use cookies to improve user experience and analyze website traffic. By clicking “Accept All,” you consent to store on your device all the technologies described in our Cookie Policy.
 
 Accept All Cookie settings 
 
 

Privacy & Cookies Policy
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. 










Non-necessary 


Non-necessary







Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Look at our Cookie Policy to see exactly what cookies this includes on our site, or to change your settings later. 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress	1 hour	Hotjar sets this cookie to detect a user's first pageview session, which is a True/False flag set by the cookie.
	tph_hp_filter	365 days	Stores which filters you have enabled in our Hosting Picker Chooser tool for user convenience.
	tph_news_sign_up	365 days	Determines if the "Get weekly podcast industry insights like this straight to your inbox" banner is shown.
	tph-article-feedback-submitted	365 days	Checks whether you submitted feedback to an article. If you did, we will no longer show you that section to avoid spam & user confusion.
	wp-wpml_current_language	session	WordPress multilingual plugin sets this cookie to store the current language/language settings.

 










Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	SRM_B	1 year 24 days	Used by Microsoft Advertising as a unique ID for visitors.

 










Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ce.gtld	session	Crazyegg sets this cookie to identify the top-level domain.
	_clck	1 year	Microsoft Clarity sets this cookie to retain the browser's Clarity User ID and settings exclusive to that website. This guarantees that actions taken during subsequent visits to the same website will be linked to the same user ID.
	_clsk	1 day	Microsoft Clarity sets this cookie to store and consolidate a user's pageviews into a single session recording.
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	_gat_gtag_UA_*	1 minute	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store a unique user ID.
	_gat_UA-*	1 minute	Google Analytics sets this cookie for user behaviour tracking.n
	_gcl_au	3 months	Google Tag Manager sets the cookie to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_hjRecordingEnabled	session	Hotjar sets this cookie when a Recording starts and is read when the recording module is initialized, to see if the user is already in a recording in a particular session.
	_hjSession_*	1 hour	Hotjar sets this cookie to ensure data from subsequent visits to the same site is attributed to the same user ID, which persists in the Hotjar User ID, which is unique to that site.
	_hjSessionUser_*	1 year	Hotjar sets this cookie to ensure data from subsequent visits to the same site is attributed to the same user ID, which persists in the Hotjar User ID, which is unique to that site.
	browser_id	5 years	This cookie is used for identifying the visitor browser on re-visit to the website.
	cebs	session	Crazyegg sets this cookie to trace the current user session internally.
	CLID	1 year	Microsoft Clarity set this cookie to store information about how visitors interact with the website. The cookie helps to provide an analysis report. The data collection includes the number of visitors, where they visit the website, and the pages visited.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded YouTube videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	last_pys_landing_page	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manages the analytical services.
	last_pysTrafficSource	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	MR	7 days	This cookie, set by Bing, is used to collect user information for analytics purposes.
	prism_*	1 month	Active Campaign sets this cookie to track and store interactions.
	pys_first_visit	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pys_landing_page	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manages the analytical services.
	pys_session_limit	1 hour	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pys_start_session	session	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	pysTrafficSource	7 days	PixelYourSite plugin sets this cookie to manage the analytical services.
	SM	session	Microsoft Clarity cookie set this cookie for synchronizing the MUID across Microsoft domains.
	vuid	1 year 1 month 4 days	Vimeo installs this cookie to collect tracking information by setting a unique ID to embed videos on the website.

 










Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	ANONCHK	10 minutes	The ANONCHK cookie, set by Bing, is used to store a user's session ID and verify ads' clicks on the Bing search engine. The cookie helps in reporting and personalization as well.
	ckid	never	Adara yield sets this cookie to deliver advertisements tailored to user interests on other websites and track transactions
	MUID	1 year 24 days	Bing sets this cookie to recognise unique web browsers visiting Microsoft sites. This cookie is used for advertising, site analytics, and other operations.
	scribd_ubtc	10 years	Scribd sets this cookie to gather data on user behaviour across several websites and maximise the relevancy of the advertisements on the website.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	doubleclick.net sets this cookie to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	6 months	YouTube sets this cookie to measure bandwidth, determining whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	Youtube sets this cookie to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.

 










Others 


Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ce.clock_data	1 day	Description is currently not available.
	_ce.clock_event	1 day	Description is currently not available.
	_ce.irv	session	Description is currently not available.
	_ce.s	1 year	Description is currently not available.
	_CEFT	1 year	No description available.
	_hjIncludedInSessionSample_271830	1 hour	Description is currently not available.
	cebsp_	session	Description is currently not available.
	memberful_tracking_params	never	No description available.
	pbid	6 months	Description is currently not available.
	VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA	6 months	Description is currently not available.
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